
From THE LIFE OF THE BEE 

 
 

THE FOLK 

 

nurses 
tending nymphs and larvae 

 

honored ladies 

house bees 

 
waiting on the Queen 
 
airing refreshing heating the hive 
fanning with wings 

 

architects 
 
 

foragers 

chemists 

 
masons wax-workers sculptors 
constructing combs 

sallying forth 

preserving honey 
formic acid dropped from sting-tips 

 

capsuled males 
sealing cells 

sweepers 

bearers 

 
irreproachably cleaning 

removing the dead 

amazons 
 

watching thresholds day and night 
questioning comers and goers 
welcoming novices home from first flights 
scaring away vagabonds marauders loiterers 
expelling interlopers 
attacking foes 

 

Hive’s minions 
of the One Mind 

 

individual indistinct 
 

to the sweet mass you inhabit 
invent 



 

I bring you a human smoke to show you how 
unconsciousness works 

 
to show you 

 
men and women claiming universal love 
seeking the flowery field with compasses broken 

 
around you and your spheres of endeavor 
we lord over ruling nothing 

 
your constellations remain 
subtle abstracted 

 

when the sun falls 
 

you like us will flare 
 

but unlike us 
knowingly together 

 
star-bomb into our world 

into smoke 

 

but then 
what then of us 

 

perhaps when the sun 
falls terrible ball terromoto onto us 
we will see as one 
explode into whitefire whitedust 

platinum honey 

making the cosmos glow 
into 

 
eternal hexagonals of being 



Parnassus, the Barren Cleft 

 

For Jonathan Williams, after Andrew Young 
 
 

We should  
of course 

 
 

be grateful 
from such an elevation— 

distracted 
 
 

by some plant— 
saxifrage  

among the rocks 
urging us on: 

after the wind— 
a still small 

 
 

voice 
The clouds— 

 
 

In them 

 
tired— 

 
 

hang low to the hills 

 
 

god-like 

a tempting brightness 
making us short-sighted 

 
 

on all sides 

Mountains  
smoking 

Pastures below— 
a steaming cauldron 

The earth on fire 
The river 

 
 

a serpent winding 
from wet fire  

Our eyes 
 
 

trespassed 
to dim distance 

 

Above all 

huger than itself 

 
the mountain 



THE FLIES 

 
 

They visit a country where flesh is only a language. A country of wide 
vistas, brown prairies, where air currents are impassioned, young and 
unencumbered. They have prepared for this carefully, remembering their 
ancestors, some wingless, who became anonymous as milk. They prepare to 
never again be anonymous. Somewhere their hungry secrets accumulate, debtless, 
waiting for a signal from below. 

Our destiny is to witness. The first place we are taken is familiar, the 
small pain from a needle. Lessening our will, they invade, pouring sulfur into the 
windows. This is the original country. The fluid nation. Beyond boundaries. 
The Flies pinch and sting. Their anger knows no solace. They dress in green and 
purple robes. Afterwards, the sun sets. The moon comes out, thread in the 
undergarments of the drowned. 

In a fortnight, the Flies are gone. We discover their final instructions: a 
few detached wings, crushed antennas, a green puddle of inner antagonisms. We 
wonder at their brevity, whether their soul's wit is as delicate as ours, and whether 
we will follow. We visit a country where flesh is known only as language. A 
country of narrow stone streets, windless and stale. Some of us, wingless, 
accumulate hungry secrets. We wait for a signal from above. 

 


